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Abstract: Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) diagnostics aid in identifying insulation and mechanical faults arising in High Voltage
(HV) electrical power assets. EMI frequency scans are analysed to detect the frequencies associated with these faults. Time-
resolved signals at these key frequencies provide important information for fault type identification and trending. An end-to-end fault
classification approach based on real-world EMI time-resolved signals was developed which consists of two classification stages
each based on 1D-Convolutional Neural Networks (1D-CNN) trained using transfer learning techniques. The first stage filters the
in-distribution signals relevant to faults from out-of-distribution signals that may be collected during the EMI measurement. The fault
signals are then passed to the second stage for fault type classification. The proposed analysis exploits the raw measured time-
resolved signals directly into the 1D-CNN which eliminates the need for engineered feature extraction and reduces computation
time. These results are compared to previously proposed CNN-based classification of EMI data. The results demonstrate high
classification performance for a computationally efficient inference model. Furthermore, the inference model is implemented in
an industrial instrument for HV condition monitoring and its performance is successfully demonstrated in tested in both a HV
laboratory and an operational power generating site.
1 Introduction
Traditional condition monitoring of industrial High-Voltage (HV)
power plants often relies on expert diagnosis. This consists of on-site
data measurement and analysis to identify potential faults aris-
ing within the asset under assessment. Early fault detection allows
action to be taken on asset maintenance or replacement. This can be
achieved through continuous on-line monitoring, which reduces the
risks associated with asset failure including costs, safety and damage
[1] leading to power outage [2]. Continuous on-line monitoring gen-
erates large quantity of data that needs to be processed and analysed
quickly and accurately in order to efficiently determine the health
of an asset. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) diagnostics is one
of the asset health monitoring techniques frequently deployed by
the power industry for Partial Discharge (PD) and other fault type
detection [3]. This method involves measurement of the conducted
transient voltages to earth produced by PD and similar phenom-
ena. The measurements are acquired in both the frequency and time
domain. Within the EMI diagnostic method the frequency spectrum
shows peaks at key frequencies that are associated with faults and
time-resolved signals are obtained at these frequencies to reveal the
patterns related to fault types. Currently, the fault type identification
requires input from highly experienced electrical engineers, called
EMI experts, who manually analyse the acquired measurements.
As the demand for continuous on-line monitoring of power assets
increases, it may be difficult for expert-based diagnostics to meet this
demand. Since expert analysis is manual, it is time consuming and
not practical for large volumes of data. Hiring more experts is costly
and engineers require time and experience to reach the adequate
level of expertise. Furthermore, the dependancy on expert judge-
ment alone may introduce human error leading to mis-interpreted
measurements.
In order to cope with the data analysis demand challenged by
EMI-based continuous on-line monitoring and to meet fast and
accurate fault diagnosis, a computationally inexpensive Machine
Learning (ML) based solution is proposed in this paper. A two stage
ML structure is trained on the EMI time-resolved signals measured
on two datasets called in-distribution and out-of-distribution data.
The in-distribution data consist of signals measured at multiple oper-
ating power stations and examined by experts and labelled according
to the interpreted information, where fault patterns were identified in
numerous signals. The out-of-distribution data, known to have sta-
tistical distributions that differ from that of fault pattern signals, are
used to train the first stage ML model in order to filter such signals
from the in-distribution signals. The latter are passed to the second
stage ML model for a detailed fault type classification. The classifi-
cation result could be used to support experts in their diagnosis or to
interpret the measured signal for a non-expert regarding the health of
the diagnosed asset. The focus in this work is to develop of an end-
to-end analysis framework which is computationally inexpensive for
an edge device implementation and its usage in real-world appli-
cation. 1D-Convolutional Neural Networks (1D-CNN) architectures
are proposed for both ML models to extract features and classify
the raw time-resolved signals. 1D-CNN performs one-dimensional
convolution and dimensionality reduction operations, and it jointly
combines the feature extraction, feature transformation, data fusion
and classification steps into one framework. These attributes save
computing resources and hence power consumption and processing
time. Therefore such architecture is ideally suited for edge imple-
mentation. Fig. 1 summarises the process of previously acquired
field survey data labelled by EMI experts and how this was used to
develop the ML based diagnostic toolset implemented into an edge
device for power asset condition monitoring.
1.1 Related work
Intelligent systems which exploit ML and Deep Learning approaches
have been successful in asset condition monitoring within the power
industry. Various studies in the literature employed 1D-CNN to
vibration signals for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [4] [5].
The latter were successfully analysed by 1D-CNNs in other papers
for bearing [6] and rotating machinery fault diagnosis [7] [8]. The
fast computation and straightforward implementation of 1D-CNNs
received attention from real-time based applications such as motor
fault diagnosis [9], SHM [10], and switch fault detection in HV
converters [11] where 1D-CNN was used on raw current and volt-
age signals. Medical applications of 1DCNN include patient health
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Fig. 1: End-to-end EMI diagnostic with ML-based assistant toolset
monitoring specifically heart beat related anomalies, such as arrhyth-
mia, based on the measured electrocardiogram signals [12] [13].
With regards to Partial Discharge (PD) identification, 1D-CNN
was successfully applied to acoustic emission signals for insulation
diagnostics in power transformers [14].
1.2 ML for EMI diagnostics literature
Previously the authors of this paper proposed Deep Learning meth-
ods based on 2D-CNN for EMI signal classification [15] [16].
This work provided highly accurate results at the expense of high
computational complexity, due to signal transformation and feature
extraction using the Bispectrum and the 2D-CNN for classification.
Despite the successful work proposed in the literature, there is a
lack in insulation fault detection using EMI signals. To the best of
the authors knowledge the application of 1D-CNNs to the raw EMI
time-series signals for fault type classification has not been presented
in the literature. The contributions of this work primarily consist of
the following:
1. The development of a low computation and highly accurate
end-to-end model for automatic fault identification and out-of-
distribution signal rejection.
2. Exploited transfer learning to increase the amount of training data
for in-distribution classification.
3. Edge implementation of the proposed algorithm to embed ML-
based diagnostic toolset in the next generation instruments.
1.3 Paper layout
The remaining structure of this paper is outlined as follows:
Section 2-Describes the measurement of both field and non-field
EMI data,
Section 3-Introduces the proposed analysis approach,
Section 4-Details the experimental method of the proposed approach
using the labelled data, including the obtained results,
Section 5-Describes the edge implementation of the proposed
approach, and results of further testings in HV laboratory and
power sites,
Section 6-Discussion and conclusion, providing insight to future
work.
2 EMI Measurement
This section details the measurement method used to collect time-
resolved signals on which the proposed models are trained and
tested. Details on the field signals (in-distribution data) and out-of-
distribution data are also provided.
2.1 Field data collection
The field data were collected using the EMI method [3] which can be
used for both insulation deterioration and mechanical faults detec-
tion. Past investigations found that PD was present in a hydrogen
cooled generator which indicated looseness in the stator endwind-
ings [17]. Subsequently, the stator was repaired to prevent a winding
failure. Similar field investigations and surveys were performed by
EMI experts and the reported insulation fault measurements were
logged.
The field data were measured from the earth connection of oper-
ating motors, generators and transformers. A non-invasive High
Frequency Current Transformer (HFCT) sensor was bound around
the earth connection in order to collect the conducted or radiated
EMI voltage transients that flow due to fault occurrence. This mea-
surement follows the International Special Committee on Radio
Interference (CISPR)16 standard [18] for Electromagnetic Compat-
ibility in disturbances measurement and immunity. The frequency
and time domain measurements were recorded by a survey device,
called PD Survey 200 (PDS200 ), which has the capability to cap-
ture the EMI signature over a frequency spectrum ranging from 50
kHz to 100 MHz. The key frequencies in the recorded EMI spectrum
were selected to retrieve the time-resolved signals at a sampling fre-
quency of 24kHz using AM demodulation. The measurements were
analysed by an EMI expert to identify the fault type and location
Table 1 Dataset information
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[19] and labels for the time-resolved signals were assigned as pre-
sented in Table 1. Example signals are shown in Fig. 2. The data are
used in a multi-class classification solution to determine the fault,
if any, captured from the EMI measurement for asset health moni-
toring. However, in real-world application non-fault related signals,
referred to as out-of-distribution signals, may be collected in the fre-
quency range at which the PDS200 captures EMI data. Examples
of these signals include radio AM, FM and different types of noise.
Therefore, such data were collected in order to mitigate the closed-
world learning by developing a binary classifier to distinguish data
in Table 1 (in-distribution) from the out-of-distribution data.










































(c) Data Modulation (d) PD
(e) Process Noise (f) Random Noise
(g) Exciter (h) microSparking
Fig. 2: Labelled EMI signal examples
2.2 Out-of-distribution data collection
The out-of-distribution data were collected using a DoblePRIME
PD-Guard instrument set up in the ICOS lab at Glasgow Caledo-
nian University. This is an ordinary office environment and there is
no HV equipment in or anywhere close to the lab. DoblePRIME PD-
Guard operates in the same way as the PDS200 in terms of EMI
measurement and time-resolved signals sampling. The data in this
experiment were collected through four channels of the PD-Guard,
where each was set-up differently as follows.
2.2.1 Channel 1: was connected to a Doble DA100 direc-
tional antenna, which has a frequency range of 250MHz-1GHz. The
antenna was aimed across the lab towards the window. The DN50-
80 preset was selected for this channel, causing the unit to scan a
frequency range of 50MHz-1GHz. As the lab is on the 6th floor in a
city centre location, it would be expected to collect signals such as
mobile phone and digital TV transmissions.
2.2.2 Channel 2: was connected to a Doble TEV probe. This
is designed for collecting PD inside metal enclosures and has a use-
ful frequency range of around 100MHz-1.2GHz. It was placed on
an Ethernet switch connected to the lab network, with the intention
of collecting computer and datacoms related noise. The DN50-80
preset was also used for this channel.
2.2.3 Channel 3: was connected to a Doble HFCT Mini. This
sensor is normally used for collecting Radio Frequency (RF) emit-
ted from transformer bushing taps. This was connected to the mains
through a small low voltage transformer, with the intention of col-
lecting a representative sample of mains-borne noise. The HFCT
Mini preset was set to a frequency range of 100kHz-10MHz.
2.2.4 Channel 4: was connected by a long coaxial cable to
a Watson W-881 whip antenna with a frequency range of 25-
1900MHz. This was placed on a shelf next to the window. The
intention was to collect lower frequency radio signals that would
complement those collected by the antenna on Channel 1. So, the
HFCT-300 preset was chosen for this channel with a frequency range
of 50kHz-100MHz.
The PD-Guard was set up the same as in its normal EMI and
PD detection application. Every 2 hours it performed the following
actions on each channel:
1. Perform a spectrum analysis recording both the peak and average
power.
2. Save the analysis result.
3. For each band in the spectrum, find the frequency where the ratio
of the peak to average power is highest.
4. Save the time-resolved signals at each of the frequencies found
above.
A total of 13360 signals were collected during one week period. The
time-resolved signals were examined by an EMI expert and con-
firmed the absence of insulation fault signature such as PD. The
signals were not labelled individually but they were all grouped
under one category (out-of-distribution) with the assumption that
they do not contain any of the faults or signal types presented in
Table 1. Example of two out-of-distribution collected time-resolved
signals are presented in Fig. 3.












































Fig. 3: Collected signal examples from non-field and non-laboratory
environment
3 Analysis Method
This section describes 1D-CNN algorithm and explains how it is
used to construct the proposed end-to-end ML-based diagnostic
algorithm.
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3.1 1D-CNN theory
1D-CNNs were introduced in [4]-[14] to process 1D data and have
been proven to have computational benefits among many others. For
instance, it was demonstrated that shallow 1D-CNNs are successful
in challenging tasks on 1D data, whereas 2D-CNNs often require
a larger number of layers to extract meaningful features from 2D
data. This allows for easier implementation on CPUs or into real-
time and low cost devices. In 1D-CNNs, the convolution operation
is performed on data vectors, where input signal vector x of length
N is convolved with a filter vector ω of length L. This operation
can be expressed in (1), and results in a 1D output layer c of length




ω(i)x(j − i) + b
)
, j = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (1)
where b is the bias term and f(·) is a non-linear function, which
is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [20] in this work. In the proposed
architecture, each convolution layer is followed by a max pooling
layer where the maximum value in a kernel window function u, with
size m× 1 and stride s, is taken over an input vector c resulting in






The Fully Connected (FC) layer takes as input the feature map out-
put from the preceding layer and connects all its neuron nodes.
Batch Normalisation (BN) is used to normalise and scale the FC
layer to adjust its distribution, which allows for faster training [21].
An activation function (e.g. Softmax, Sigmoid etc.) determines the
predicted output which is used to compute the cross-entropy loss l,









where C is the number of classes, t(k) is the comparison result
between the predicted label and the ground truth label such that
t(k) = 1 if the input belongs to class k, and t(k) = 0 otherwise,
and p(k) is the predicted probability that the input belongs to class
k. Backpropagation is performed using the Adam optimiser [22]
and exploits the calculated loss to update the network’s weights and
biases. The detailed architecture of the implemented 1D-CNNs is
presented in Table 2 for the first stage and Table 3 for the second
stage. It is observed that both networks have the same depth and
parameters, the main difference lies within the final activation layer.
The first stage employs Sigmoid activation function for the binary
classification problem. The second stage utilises Softmax activa-
tion for the multi-class problem. A shallow depth of the networks
was chosen for computation purposes. The number of layers, the
size and number of convolution kernels in a network significantly
influence the feature extraction and classification results [23]. A
set of different convolution and max pooling parameters were set
in multiple experiments to extract a maximum number of different
features at a reasonable computation. The resulting optimum param-
eters from a grid search method were employed in the proposed
model architectures.
3.2 Transfer learning
The aim behind transfer learning is to re-use knowledge derived
from a particular learning problem to enhance the learning process
on a related problem [24]. The concept of transfer learning in Deep
Learning refers to setting the starting point of a model as a previ-
ously learned model [25]. For EMI signal type classification with
1D-CNN, the early convolutional layers of the trained first stage
model are set as the starting weights for the second stage model.
The idea is that the second stage model uses the general and low-
level features, extracted by the first model [26], that can be found
across the EMI signals and the last layers identify unique features
within each of the 8 groups. In this paper the strategy of fine tuning
the whole network is employed.
3.3 End-to-end approach
The proposed data processing approach performs two learning and
classification stages. In the first stage, a binary 1D-CNN classifier
is trained on both the field survey data and the out-of-distribution
data. This allows for a decision to whether proceed with the fault
type classification or to report the measured signals that do not con-
tain a previously seen event as unknown. Here unknown is the label
which represents the out-of-distribution data during the inference.
In the second stage, a multi-class 1D-CNN is trained on the field
survey data. The training and validation data in this stage is similar
to the training and validation set used in the first stage. To further
reduce computation and improve the second stage performance, the
learned weights of the first four layers (two convolution and two
max pooling layers) are transferred from stage 1 to stage 2. This
means that the 1D-CNN training in stage 2 is initialised with pre-
trained weights and biases. The latter from the remaining layers of
1D-CNN is trained to extract features related to the 8 classes for
a better learning and pattern recognition, and to discard irrelevant
features extracted and learned from the out-of-distribution data. An
additional experiment is conducted by training the 1D-CNN of stage
2 without transfer learning and performances comparison is provided
in the next section.
Fig. 4 illustrates the inference model of the proposed approach
and Algorithm 1 details the procedure steps of this inference. F1 is
the learned function of the first stage (S1) with output yˆS1, which
decides whether the input signal x belongs to the in or out-of-
distribution data. F2 is the learned function of the second stage (S2)
and its output yˆS2 indicates the class label among the classes shown
in Table 1.
Algorithm 1 Classification inference
Input: x = {x1, x2, ..., xN}
yˆS1 = F1(x)
if argmax(yˆS1) = 1 then
return “Unknown"
else yˆS2 = F2(x)
return Class: argmax(yˆS2)
end if
4 Training and Testing Experiment of the
1D-CNNs
This section details the ML models training procedure and presents
the testing and computation results of this experiment.
4.1 Models training on EMI data
Prior to training and testing the models, two pre-processing steps
were performed on the time-resolved signals: normalise the signals
amplitude between 0 and 1, and split each signal into segments of
4000 sample for data augmentation resulting in the number of sig-
nal instances provided in Table 1. The 1D-CNNs were implemented
in Tensorflow [27] and Keras [28] application program interface.
The training experiment was performed using the ten-fold cross val-
idation method, in each fold 20% of the training data was held for
validation to fine tune the model weights.
The models have learnable parameters during their training.
The weights in stage 1 and stage 2 (new learning) are initialised
using the Xavier initialisation method [29] to avoid exploding
or vanishing outputs from the activation layers in the forward
IET Research Journals, pp. 1–9
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Fig. 4: 1D-CNN based classification inference approach
Table 2 1D-CNN architecture for stage 1
Layer Kernel size Stride # Filters Data shape
Input (4000,1)
Conv. 1D_1 3×1 1 64 (3998, 64)
MaxPool 1D_1 3×1 3×1 (1332, 64)
Conv. 1D_2 3×1 1 64 (1330, 64)
MaxPool 1D_2 3×1 3×1 (443, 64)
Conv. 1D_3 3×1 1 64 (441, 64)
MaxPool 1D_3 2×1 2×1 (220, 64)
FC + BN (100)
Activation (Sigmoid) (2)
pass. In this initialisation method, the layer?s weights are set to









], where nj is the number of the incom-
ing connections from the previous layer and nj+1 is the number
of outgoing connections to the next layer. For transfer learning,
the first four layers are initialised with weights of the trained first
stage model, whereas the last remaining layers are initialised with
the Xavier initialisation. The weights are updated during training
through the back-propagation using the Adam optimiser with a train-
ing scheduler set to start at a learning rate of 0.001 then decreases to
0.0001 after the first 10 epochs to achieve convergence.
Early stopping criteria was implemented, to prevent overfitting
the data, over 100 epochs. This method involves stopping the train-
ing if the validation loss does not improve with a patience number
of epochs of 10. The models were compiled with different loss
functions, such that 1D-CNN in stage 1 employed the binary cross-
entropy loss for the binary classification task, and 1D-CNN in stage 2
employed the categorical cross-entropy loss for the multi-class task.
It is observed that the data classes are unbalanced, thus the Keras
embedded attribute of weighing the classes in calculating the loss
during training was utilised.
Figure 5 illustrates the loss and accuracy during training and val-
idation of each model. It is shown that the models has converged in
the early epochs by the early stopping mechanism before the 100
epochs were reached to avoid over-training and overfit the data.
4.2 Results & Discussion
The average performance resulting from the ten folds for each
1D-CNN testing as well as the previous methods proposed in the
literature, are presented in Table 4. Stage 1 achieved the top perfor-
mance in all metrics and solved efficiently the binary classification
problem, where only one boundary is required to separate the two
data categories. A 3D visualisation of the learned features from this
stage is provided in Fig. 7 to illustrate this separation in the fea-
ture space. This was obtained by using the t-Stochastic Neighbour
Table 3 1D-CNN architecture for stage 2
Layer Kernel size Stride # Filters Data shape
Input (4000,1)
Conv. 1D_1 3×1 1 64 (3998, 64)
MaxPool 1D_1 3×1 3×1 (1332, 64)
Conv. 1D_2 3×1 1 64 (1330, 64)
MaxPool 1D_2 3×1 3×1 (443, 64)
Conv. 1D_4 3×1 1 64 (441, 64)
MaxPool 1D_4 2×1 2×1 (220, 64)
FC + BN (100)
Activation (Softmax) (8)
Embedded (t-SNE) clustering algorithm [31] on the FC layer out-
put features of the 1D-CNN. The approach involves a projection of
the 100 dimension features obtained at the FC layer to a 3D feature
space. The second stage solved a multi-class problem of 8 cate-
gories which resulted in a light performance drop when compared
to stage 1. However, this performance is considered high and suf-
ficient for a real-world multi-class problem and is in line with the
results obtained in [15] and [16]. Note that the method in [16] used
a sub-set of data that is used in this paper, this sub-set consists of
balanced data classes. Furthermore, the 1D-CNN based approach
has computation advantage with more realistic dataset, larger and
unbalanced. The normalised confusion matrices for each of the sec-
ond stage models are presented in Fig. 6 to show the performance
quality in the multi-class problem. Further classification metrics for
each class, called specificity which represent the true positive rate
and sensitivity representing the true negative rate, are presented in
Table 5. It is observed that transfer learning outperforms the new
learning approach across the majority of the presented metrics with
a enhanced classification on classes with lower number of examples
such as corona and random noise. These results affirm the previous
claims on improved performance when employing transfer learn-
ing [24] [32] [33]. The t-SNE of the FC layer features in stage 2
(transfer learning) is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is seen that features
of the different classes are well clustered and separated in overall.
The t-SNE graphs reflect the obtained test accuracy and indicate
that the extracted features from the 1D-CNNs are substantial and
discriminative.
The computation time of each model training during one fold was
recorded as well as the end-to-end inference and results are presented
in Table 6. In order to provide a fair comparison, each model was
trained under the same processing resources (one GPU) and condi-
tions. It is worthwhile to point out that the training time of the model
with transfer learning is lower than the new learning. The end-to-end
inference time, which involves the steps in Algorithm 1, is calculated
for the classification of one raw signal and is only 0.25 seconds.
The latter achieves a significant reduction in inference time from
the previously proposed methods based on 2D-CNN. This is due to
IET Research Journals, pp. 1–9
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Table 4 Average classification results over the ten folds. Bold font indicates the top performance in the multi-class problem
Metrics test acc. % test loss precision recall specificity F1-score
Stage 1 99.4 0.037 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Stage 2: new learning 90.89 0.338 0.90 0.89 0.97 0.89
Stage 2: transfer learning 93.8 0.216 0.93 0.93 0.98 0.93
Method in [15] 92.24 - - - - -
Method in [16] (RV-CNN) 86.94 - 0.91 0.87 - -
Method in [16] (CV-CNN) 95.37 - 0.95 0.95 - -
Method in [30] SVM based 87.8 - 0.68 0.87 0.97 0.76
















(a) Model stage 1

















(b) Model stage 1
















(c) Model stage 2: new learning













(d) Model stage 2: new learning




















(e) Model stage 2: transfer learn-
ing















(f) Model stage 2: new learning
Fig. 5: Training and validation accuracy and loss curves for each
model
Table 5 Specificity and sensitivity results from stage 2 classification for each class
Metrics New learning Transfer learning
Model Specificity Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity
Arcing 0.97 0.74 0.97 0.83
Corona 0.99 0 0.99 0.66
Data Modulation 0.99 0.72 0.99 0.72
Partial Discharge 0.89 0.97 0.93 0.97
Process Noise 0.98 0.73 0.99 0.80
Random Noise 0.97 0.50 0.97 0.64
Exciter 0.99 0.92 1 0.93
microSparking 0.99 0.86 1 0.88
Average 0.97 0.68 0.98 0.80
the complex computation of the Bispectrum mapping of one sig-
nal, its feature extraction and classification using the 2D networks;
ResNet in [15], the Real Valued-CNN (RV-CNN) and the Complex





















































































































































































Fig. 6: Confusion matrix resulting from each model in stage 2. A:
arcing, C: corona, D: Data Modulation, PD: partial discharge, PN:
process noise, RN: random noise, E: exciter, mS: microSparking
Fig. 7: t-SNE clustering of stage 1 feature space
5 Edge Implementation
The proposed data processing approach was implemented into a
Raspberry Pi 3b+ which is part of an EMI survey instrument that has
IET Research Journals, pp. 1–9
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Fig. 8: t-SNE clustering of stage 2 feature space
Table 6 Computation time results comparison. Top performance
in Bold font indicates top performance in each comparison
Model Time
Stage 1 training 47min52s
Stage 2 training: new learning 36min16s
Stage 2 training: transfer learning 28min35s
Inference end-to-end 0.25s
Inference in [15] 1.59s
Inference in [16] (RV-CNN) 2.74s
Inference in [16] (CV-CNN) 26s
the capability to acquire data in the form of EMI frequency spec-
trum, phase resolved pattern and time-resolved signal. The adapted
Raspberry Pi consists of the Broadcom BCM2835 system on a chip,
operating on the ARM1176JZF-S Core (ARM V6K) 700 MHz CPU
processor, with a RAM of 1GB. The chip requires a power input of
5V/2.5A DC and has a Micro SD card reader for system and data
storage, in which the proposed algorithm was implemented. Further
technical details on the device can be found in [34]. The Raspberry
Pi is one part of the data acquisition instrument, which is respon-
sible for displaying the graphical user interface and performing the
inference of the proposed approach in Algorithm 1. The following
packages were installed on the device in order to run the inference:
python3.5, numpy, scipy, keras, tensorflow and pillow. A flow dia-
gram of this process is presented in Fig. 9, which was completely
executed in half a second. This implementation was tested both in
laboratory experiment and at an operating power site, which will be
described in detail as follows.
5.1 Laboratory testing
Artificial data was created in a HV laboratory environment (see Fig.
10a), where a point plane gap arrangement was created to generate
PD [35] as illustrated in the electrical circuit schematic in Fig. 10b. A
voltage of 15kV was generated as input to the circuit and the PD volt-
age transients were captured using the PD Decoupling (PDDC) unit
feeding its output to a Lemke LDS-6 splitter [36]. Frequency and
time domain data were recorded in the next generation instrument
using the EMI method described in Section 2. The time-resolved
signal was recorded by the developed EMI survey instrument and
it was successfully classified as PD by the implemented end-to-end
inference approach. An additional signal consisting of background
noise only was recorded by the instrument and classified as Random
Noise.
Further out-of-distribution signals were collected, from the office
environment and the set-up measurement described in 2.2, and tested
Fig. 9: Flow diagram of the inference on Raspberry Pi
(a) HV lab experiment set-up
(b) Point plane gap experiment schematic
Fig. 10: HV laboratory experiment
on the developed approach for validation. This involves a total of
53275 signals of which 100% were correctly classified as out-of-
distribution and hence successfully filtered by the first stage model.
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5.2 Power site testing
The developed instrument was tested in a major UK power sta-
tion, the station name remains anonymous for confidentiality rea-
sons. Specifically, tests were performed on two 667MW hydro-
gen/water cooled synchronous generators producing 24kV at 16kA.
The HFCT was clamped around different connections of these gen-
erators including the blue, yellow and red phase couplers, and the
neutral earth connection. The data measurement and classification
was performed by the same instrument used in the HV laboratory.
A total of 40 time-resolved signals were recorded between both
generators (20 signals per generator). The signals were retrieved at
frequencies 1, 5, 10, 15 and 40MHz from the EMI frequency spec-
trum. The developed end-to-end classifier identified 23 signals as
unknown classes and the remaining 17 signals as PD. The measure-
ments were analysed by two EMI experts confirming the presence of
PD in signals classified as PD and a mixture of PD with other new
phenomena classes (e.g. floating potential, slot discharge) in signals
classified as unknown. These results are supported by the confusion
matrix without normalisation in Fig. 11.
Fig. 12 shows photographs taken at the power station during the
testing of the implemented end-to-end approach in the instrument,

























Fig. 11: On-site testing confusion matrix
(a) PD signal (b) Unknown signal
(c) PD result (d) Unknown result
Fig. 12: On-site testing results of the end-to-end solution
6 Conclusion
An end-to-end framework for classification of EMI time-resolved
signals measured from real-world power stations and from a non-HV
environment was developed. The analysis was conducted to achieve
highly accurate automatic condition monitoring of HV assets at low
computation cost. 1D-CNNs and transfer learning methods were
followed to satisfy these performance requirements. Results demon-
strate that the proposed approach achieved high classification results
at lower computation cost compared to the previously proposed
2D-CNN based approaches. Furthermore, the proposed approach
provides robustness against out-of-distribution data, a problem that
is not addressed in previous methods. The developed approach
was implemented in an edge device developed by ICOS Doble as
a demonstration of ML-based condition monitoring to the power
industry. The successful tests carried out on various data from the
test dataset, HV lab experiments and real-world power station mea-
surements widen the range of possibilities to utilising this approach
as an informative diagnostic toolset to clients or a supportive toolset
to experts. Future work will be carried out to tackle the multi-label
classification problem to enhance the model with the capability to
identify two or more phenomena recorded in one data measurement.
The model will also be enhanced to build robustness against noise
label as data labels rely on expert judgement which may differ within
experts.
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